PRINT
SPECS

Mechanical Specifications
BLEED

LIVE

8” x 10.5”

8.25” x 10.75”

7.375” x 9.875”

7” x 9.625”

2/3 vertical

5.187” x 10.5”

5.437” x 10.75”

4.562” x 9.875”

4.625” x 9.625”

1/2 vertical

5.187” x 7.625”

5.437” x 7.875”

4.562” x 7”

4.625” x 7.125”

1/2 horizontal

8” x 5.187”

8.25” x 5.437”

7.375” x 4.562”

7” x 4.625”

1/3 vertical

2.75” x 10.5”

3” x 10.75”

2.125” x 9.875”

2.187” x 9.625”

Full page

TRIM

1/3 square

n/a

n/a

n/a

4.625” x 4.625”

1/6 vertical

n/a

n/a

n/a

2.187” x 4.625”

HOW TO FURNISH:
For files 10MB and under, e-mail directly to
Jonathan Benson at:
jbenson@deltaskymag.com
• For files over 10MB, upload via:
www.mspaduploader.com			
username: mspads				
password: sonic		
Successful upload will be confirmed via e-mail.
•

PREFERRED FILE FORMAT: High-resolution
(300 dpi) Adobe PDF or PDF/X-1a with
embedded fonts, CMYK color and flattened
transparency.
ACCEPTED NATIVE FILE FORMATS: Adobe
InDesign, Illustrator or Photoshop. All images/
elements must be 300 dpi at 100% size; TIFF
or EPS preferable to JPEG format.
PRINTING SPECS: Heat-set, web offset, 133
line screen, perfect bound, 8” x 10.5” trim.

BLEED ADS: Create ad to specified trim size
and pull 0.125” bleed on all four sides. Bleeds
either trim out during manufacturing or, in the
case of fractional ads, crop out during magazine
layout where applicable. Bleed ads should
include crop marks for ensured positioning.
Keep critical design and type elements a
minimum 5/16” inside trim space (live area).
SPREAD ADS: Create as two single full pages.
Perfect alignment of type or design across gutter
is not guaranteed.
NON-BLEED ADS: Create page layout
document to specified non-bleed size.
FONTS & COLOR: PostScript fonts strongly
preferred; TrueType fonts can be problematic.
Materials must be CMYK format and colorcorrected. Maximum print density not to
exceed 280%. All other formats (RGB,
Pantone/PMS) will be converted to CMYK.
We are not responsible for shifts during color
conversion or errors caused by TrueType fonts.
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COLOR PROOFS: You may supply a SWOP
certified color proof. Send to Sky magazine,
Production Manager, MSP Communications,
220 South 6th St., Ste. 500, Minneapolis, MN
55402. If you do not supply a proof, we can
provide one for a $75 charge.
Contact jbenson@deltaskymag.com
If no proof is provided or purchased, we are
not responsible for color issues with printed
advertisements.
NOTE: ”Delta” may not be used in any ad
without permission, and cannot be used
as part of a URL for tracking. All ads with
advertorial/editorial-style presentation must
have “PROMOTION” placed top-of-page in
readable font (min 7pt font). Content and
placement of all advertising subject to Delta
Air Lines’ approval. All images & copy should
be airline/flying-friendly. Additionally, images
of shipping, cargo, freight, hunting, firearms or
other airplanes will not be allowed to appear
in any advertisement.

